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The play is performed by three actors.

SB:  the actor playing Simon Bolivar, also plays Manuela Saenz

DSR:  the actor playing Simon Robinson, also plays Alexander von Humboldt

Mosquito:  a series of antagonists

The actors vary the extent to which they “inhabit” the roles.  For example DSR might choose to 
represent Simon Robinson by moving a sombrero in rhythm with DSR’s voice.  In certain 
segments, such as figure five, the actors give up playing the characters altogether.

The animals (bird, bee, fish, penguin, and eel) are puppets which emerge from SB’s sombrero.  
SB plays the bird and the bee.  DSR plays the fish, the penguin, and the eel.

In the unison passages, none of the actors speaks the entire text;  rather, actors choose parts of 
words and phrases to speak “brokenly” so that when one hears the composite sound of the two 
or three actors speaking the line, one hears the entire line moving between them.  The effect 
should be of a text in shards, quasi-archeologically “unearthed.”

“The Climb Up Mount Chimborazo” is a meditation on the relationship between Simon Bolivar 
(1783-1830), liberator of South America, and his tutor, Simon Robinson (1772-1854).  In 
addition to my own texts, the play uses many quotes from Bolivar’s and Robinson’s writings, 
and from biographies of Bolivar written by (mostly) North American authors.  The historical 
collage novels of Eduardo Galeano, among the main inspirations for the piece, are also quoted 
heavily and used as a secondary source.

Others quoted include:

Jean-Jacques Rousseau
Mark Twain
Harriet Beecher Stowe
Alexander von Humboldt
Manuela Saenz
Alfred Lord Tennyson
Walt Whitman
Rudyard Kipling
Louis Zukofsky
Allen Ginsburg
Cervantes
Tom Peters

“The Climb up Mount Chimborazo” lasts approximately 80 minutes.



THE  CLIMB  UP  MOUNT  CHIMBORAZO

[Lights up.  Loud sustained record player scratch.  SB, Mosquito, and DSR sit facing the 
audience behind a table piled with books, candles, and a victrola turntable.  Lights down.]

FIGURE  ONE:  MOUNTAIN  [spoken through loudspeaker]

[Lights up.  Same picture.]

Mosquito speaks the left-justified text.  The other actors accompany him with broken words and 
phrases which add up to the right-justified text.

1-6 An earlier version of this play begins with the following monologue: (1)

My Dear Sir

2-5 We had been meeting already for some years when we one day discovered, (1)

3-4 almost by accident, (2)

for lack of documents and books

4-6 that the corporations of the US were paying people in our country often astonishing 
sums of money, (0)

5-5 in hard uninflated currency, (2)

I fear I cannot do justice to your request

6-4 both on salary and on commission, (2)

7-6 to insult us. (5)

to write down my hopes and predictions for the fate of my country

8-5 The sums were astonishing not because of our poverty. (1)

9-4 Poverty as we know is like an ocean, (1)

so varied

10-6 washing up each day on beaches of ostentatious luxury, (1)

11-5 and we had long since ceased to be surprised at the absurd archipelagos of wealth = (0)

so vast

12-4 against which we were daily compelled to crash, break, and recede. (0)

13-6 No, the sums were astonishing because these corporations owned so much already  (1)

so little known



14-5 that they could easily have acquired the services they sought much cheaper, (0)

15-4 as was their custom; (2)

16-6 and in fact many in our country must have gone for years insulting us free of charge, (1)

is the new world.

17-5 honing their as-yet-unmarketable skills, (2)

18-4 before the corporations commenced their disbursements, (1)

19-6 eager to corner another fresh young market. (3)

In my opinion it is impossible

20-5 Soon it would become clear, of course, (3)

21-4 that those who insulted us being so lavishly compensated for their efforts, (0)

22-6 growing so blissfully rich with each insult, (3)

to answer the questions you have posed

23-5 was meant to be felt by us as a still greater insult; (1)

24-4 and the deliberate, rehearsed cynicism of this insult (0)

25-6 gave its bite a particular venom, (4)

Von Humboldt himself could scarcely do so properly, 

26-5 a venom which seeped into our bloodstreams (2)

27-4 and could leave any one of us paralyzed for days. (1)

28-6 (6)

because although some of the facts about the Americas and their development are known, 

29-5 When once a visiting friend succumbed and died from this paralysis, (1)

30-4 a local journalist wrote: (2)

31-6 “The weak will always suffer, (4)

most of the facts are shrouded in mystery. 

32-5 their so called ideals and their so called solidarity will always desert them = (0)

33-4 when their need is greatest. (2)

34-6 Let the prophets blame who they like — (4)



only conjectures that are more or less approximate can be made. 

35-5 another apostle of their doctrine of weakness has cringed, (1)

36-4 stumbled, (3)

as with any country, at any point in history

37-6 and ceased to exist.” (4)

 the facts are overshadowed by potentials

38-5 For this the journalist was paid eight thousand dollars upfront, (1)

39-4 and the next day a slum was torn down to lay the foundations = (0)

40-6 for a dazzling mansion in which the journalist lived from that day forth, (1)

because of geography

41-5 his opinions published in major international journals, (1)

which is always confusing

42-4 himself frequently photographed in brilliantly tailored suits, (0)

43-6 his teeth and watches and sunglasses glinting in the warmth of immaculate surroundings 
arranged everywhere = (0)

44-5 for him by a doting retinue. (3)

because of the hazards of war

45-4 For years afterwards and to this day (1)

46-6 people insult us for free just to see themselves reflected for a moment in
those sparkling = (0)

47-5 images of comfort, (3)

because of the uncertainties of politics

48-4 ornate fountains of luxury in whose poison (0)

(49-6) their insults ripple and reverberate.

SB:  After a few days rest we continued our march.  The Royalist detachment we defeated at 
Paya had retreated to Labraza Grande to control the only route over the Andes.  The marsh at 
Pisha, rugged and uneven, was considered impassable by the Spanish, and for that reason they 
neglected its defense.

We of the Orinoco floodplains quailed before such strange surroundings, where what seemed to 
be the final summit was but the beginning of another, and another even higher, whose peaks 



jagging up from black mists were lost in the grim clouds of the firmament.  An unceasing rain 
grew ever colder as we climbed, racking our bodies with chills and diarrhea while our mules 
collapsed beneath their burdens and the dying horses of the forward division blocked the path 
of those behind.  Often our way was obscured completely by boulders, mudslides, and fallen 
trees, and we were forced to hurl four day rations over the cliffs to free both hands for survival.  
During this leg of the journey the few horses that were still alive perished.

On a vile night we reached the base of Pisha Marsh, a dismal, inhospitable waste bare of trees or 
shelter.  We were almost naked, quaking in the hail and icy wind which extinguished as soon as 
they were lit the meager campfires we built in open air, and our anguish through that night can 
be readily imagined.  The next day we crossed the marsh, in whose frigid and penetrating cold 
many of us fell ill and died within a few minutes.  Whipping was employed with some success 
to arouse those who collapsed, including a cavalry colonel who saved himself in this way.

DSR:  We spent the rest of the day looking at paintings by Picasso, mainly the rarely seen 
paintings he’d kept to himself and never sold, now on exhibit at the new national gallery in 
Berlin.  Most of these were nudes, women and some children, including male toddlers rather 
abundantly hung.  One woman seemed to have a specially positioned splotch amidst her 
variously arrayed buttocks and genitalia, a kind of button which must have represented her 
asshole, heaving I thought rather improbably into the painter’s line of vision even given the 
famed cubist tactic for seeing everything.  And I thought, well!  That seems to have been an 
enjoyable session. 

It does, yes, feel voyeuristic squeezing past art patrons down skinny aisles packed with pablo’s 
contorted pink lovers, but it’s like I said to Guillermo, Cubism is voyeuristic by definition.  He 
said “Rick, what if history really was the exhibitionist we were all looking for?  Porn’s just 
teasing you — art wants you for the long haul.  That’s what happens when you put Bacchus in 
charge.  If you want to find a road out from under fascism, you’ll have to become so tender that 
you start from zero.  It’s going to get personal.”

ALL  THREE  IN  PERFECT  UNISON:  Don Simon Carreno in 1788 changed his name to 
Rodriguez and later to Robinson, first to avoid association with his wealthy Creole family, in 
particular his successful composer brother Cayetano who insisted on saying Grace before 
meals, and later to avoid imprisonment in association with a failed secessionist plot hatched 
among fellow students at the University of Caracas, Venezuela.  Before the plot, after being 
briefly employed to the Bolivar family as a trusted amanuensis, a word which only months ago 
we learned from a Harold Pinter play means “scribe,” Don Simon Rodriguez, soon to take the 
name Robinson after Robinson Crusoe, became tutor to the early adolescent Simon Bolivar.

[Lights down] FIGURE  TWO:  CLASSROOM [Lights up]

[SB and DSR have removed their shirts and donned sombreros.  Mosquito stands behind the table 
holding palm fronds above their heads.  Runoff groove.]

DSR: Jean Jacques Rousseau’s Emile — 450 pages on
how to educate a child — states right away on 
page 17 that it’s best not to use 
books.  

SB: Those who serve the revolution
Mosquito: Those who serve the revolution



DSR: Hard to argue in this case, since
almost as soon as he’s sentient, the
fictional boy and the fictional book named 
after him get lost in the wilds 
of indifferent nature, to the glee of his tutor, 
a resplendent father figurine of the 
savage noble persuasion, who can now field
the child’s panicked and tearstained questions on 
botany, history, compass points, navigation, nuclear testing, 
the caracas company — any question which might
save the patient or at least get 
the poor kid out of the woods, 
fielded by the tutor with the calm
and ruthless detachment of an insecure god
who has to disappear at least once 
a century so he can soak up
the sound of everyone bemoaning his absence.

SB: plow the sea.
Mosquito: plow the sea.

Mosquito: An educational play in three scenes on the teaching of Simon Bolivar by Don 
Simon Rodriguez slash Robinson.

SB: Does Emile survive?

DSR: Of course he survives!— there’s still 433
spellbinding pages for him not to read.
The wilds of nature, which incidentally
his family owns, are no match 
for the desperately acquired taxonomies which little
Emile now uses to navigate his life.
So frankly Simoncito, I don’t find this noble
savant very likely to liberate a continent.

SB: Why not?  He just used all his knowledge to free himself.

DSR: Exactly.  The final purpose of Jean-Jacques’
yeasty opus is to fatten the mini-aristocrat 
up for marriage while he’s still tender,
IE before he awakes to the dark 
postpubescent continent of his family’s servants, on 
which subject J.J. confesses he’s unfit to 
discourse.  But enough about me.  You’re anywhere
between the ages of 9 and 14, 
according to your biographers.  I’m 21 to
26, they nearly agree.  You’ve been orphaned 
and left your uncle’s house in a 
puff of legal fluster.  I’ve declared myself
unlike a tree, rooted to one spot, 
rather like wind and water, constant in
change.  Together we must solve quote “the 
difficult problem of teaching the pupil nothing”



unquote.  So!  Which eccentricity of mine do 
you want to be corrupted by today?

SB: I want to go swimming.

Mosquito: Scene One — Orinoco River — Venezuela — Bolivar is between 9 and 14

DSR: Good.  I also want to go swimming.  Sound cue.  [sound of river, splashing]

unison: The veil has been torn

DSR: Now ask me a refreshingly innocent question.

unison: I left Humboldt’s tracks behind

SB: Why do fish have such big heads?

DSR: Good choice.  You’re thinking of eels, Simon.

Mosquito: [DSR joins in pianissimo]  By clicking “continue,” I affirm that I 
am eighteen or older, and accept all
terms and conditions

SB: Click.  I thought all teachers were supposed 
to be asexual.

DSR: Eels have big heads so you can
determine which ones to eat, dear boy.

SB: Why would I need to eat eels?

DSR: Not you, the populace.  Think what they’ll
pay for an eel rolled up and 
sandwiched between two sesame buns lightly browned.

SB: Nothing.  Eels are free.

DSR: Free, but not liberated.  Hire some researcher
to introduce one dominant gene and you’ll
own every eel in Venezuela.  Have you 
ever been to Anaheim?  A vast citadel
forged on the bedrock of Carl’s Jr!

SB: I can’t follow your teaching system, the [DSR and Mosquito begin speech]
connections seem too tenuous.  As soon as 
you start in on one subject it 
gives way to another, and another even larger, and the 
historic period I wrote at the top of
my page doesn’t seem to apply anymore
because the lecture format keeps changing, and 
the subject matter keeps changing with it, so 
I don’t know if I’m learning effective
notetaking skills, and I do enjoy swimming 
but I’d rather have some results-based accountability 



in the form of higher test scores 
so as not to be left behind 
in the new economy

DSR & Mosquito [broken unison]:  The first thing to see, looking away over the water, was a 
kind of dull line — that was the woods on t’other side — you couldn’t make nothing else out;  
then a pale place in the sky, then more paleness, spreading around;  then the river softened up 
away off, and warn’t black any more but gray;  you could see little dark spots drifting along, 
ever so far away — trading scows, and such things, and long black streaks, rafts;  sometimes 
you could hear a sweep screaking;  or jumbled up voices, it was so still, and sounds come so far;  

SB: and anyway I can’t believe the children 
of the new world would practice ambition 
to such unambitious ends as using science
to own eels

DSR: Your family owns this river, Simon.

SB: The Spanish own Colombia.

DSR: You mean New Granada.  

SB: I mean Colombia.

DSR: Colombia doesn’t exist.

SB: It will two scenes from now.  

[A few seconds of Beethoven’s C minor piano trio opus 1.]

Mosquito: Scene Two.  Europe.  Bolivar is 19 years old.  [music scratch, runoff groove]

DSR: Who is this?  What is that noise?
You remind me of my brother’s music,
oozing down the pleasure drains of Paris, 
occupying every comfy nook you can find 
in the background.

[SB: I am a rich man, an excrescence on society, a stone in the hilt of Bonaparte’s dagger, the 
[toga of the orator.
[
[DSR / Mosquito:  shall Europe allow an aged serpent to devour the fairer portion

DSR:  Good, and that makes me what?  What?  
Who are you now?  You’ve become who?
Waste your life but not my teaching. 
Do I look like Hermann Hesse?

SB: You look like my old tutor, Don Simon Rodriguez

DSR: Wrong!  To you and all the other
Venezuelan authorities I’m D. S. Robinson, unincorporated,
about whom people — can you believe this — 
will one day say



Mosquito: [DSR mouths along]  It is rumored that one of his schools, in Concepción in 
Chile, was destroyed by an earthquake which God sent when he learned that 
Don Simón taught anatomy by parading himself stark naked before the students.

SB:  That’s interesting.  My wife is dead.  Did 
that ever happen to Emile?

DSR: [genuine]  I’m sorry.  [pause]  It didn’t.

SB: It’s not easy to waste your life, 
you know.  You’ve got to move fast
before someone else wastes it for you.
[pause]  Did you really do that?

DSR: What?

SB: Teach anatomy naked.

DSR: [private smile]  What do you think?

SB: That if you didn’t you should have.

DSR: Clear enough.

SB: You can just tell me —

DSR: If you want hard historical facts, you’ll Mosquito and SB:  fields of  
have to beseech his divine omnimpotence, whose        indigo and grain
Vesuvial vengeance on Concepción only missed me 
by six months.  History’s box seats aren’t 
worth the money — I prefer the view 
from here.  Look!  There’s Napoleon being crowned
Emperor.  Next thing you know he’ll be
invading Spain, where some well-meaning nitwit will 
break it to him that Christopher Colombus 
didn’t discover India.

Mosquito:  Scene Three:  Colombia.  Bolivar is forty five.

[metronome and runoff groove.  SB and DSR speak rapidly, overlapping.  Mosquito speaks in 
unison with them both.]

SB: I love that man like mad
DSR: Let us not deceive ourselves

A genius, a marvel of grace
Without popular education

I love him to the point of distraction
there will be no true society

Give him money and send him here
He who knows nothing 

Instead of a mistress
can be deceived by anyone

I am in need of a philosopher
He who has nothing 



I must satisfy the passions
anyone can buy

of my manhood
The author is considered mad

My teacher, 
Let his ravings be transmitted

my friend, my Socrates, 
to the unborn.

my Robinson,
Instruction is not education.

you who have molded my heart
Look at how Europe invents

for the great and the beautiful,
and how America imitates.

not one comma of your teaching
Since you imitate everything,

have I forgotten.
imitate originality.

I bless the day you set foot in Colombia
America must be original

Let us leave our footprints
or be destroyed.

On the eternal crystals of Mount Chimborazo
The prosperity of the US

The highest peak in the world
is in the developing countries

From its summit your eyes
an enemy of freedom of thought

sweeping over Heaven and Earth
Now what is he talking about

will behold creation’s marvels
I don’t want to climb a mountain

Not one but two infinities
I want to be minister of education

Citizens of Bolivia
perhaps another Vespucci

On this day in 1826
will arrive to give his name

I proclaim Simon Robinson
to the new world I am building

your minister of education
Let us open up history

You will be enraptured beholding 
and for that which is not written

the immense fatherland you will find
let each read it

carved in the rock
in his own memory

of despotism
Why can’t all my students be orphans

by the victorious chisel
What are parents in the world for

of the liberators
if they come disturbing at my model school



FIGURE  THREE:  EARTHQUAKE

[during this scene SB stands behind the map, producing sporadic drumrolls out of which 
Mosquito’s lines erupt cowbelled — the turntable is also used to produce eruptions — thus 
Mosquito, initially silent, overlaps DSR and eventually takes over as the main speaker.  Once 
Mosquito has taken over as main speaker, SB and DSR deliver texts quietly, in unison 
monotone, at a rate of roughly one line every ten seconds]

DSR: Outside my house in Valparaiso Chile I
have hung a sign which reads

American lights and virtues
that is
tallow candles
patience
soap 
resignation
strong glue,
love of work

The children inside are learning to 
render fat of beef and mutton
slowly over fire with a small
quantity of water to prevent burning,
then to strain the fat thus 
separated from the tissue, purifying it
for a cleaner, sweeter smelling candle.
They steep the wicks in lime
and saltpeter to secure a more 
perfect combustion with a purer flame
and superior light, then tie them 
to the candle rods above the 
great steaming kettle where the cakes
of tallow liquefy, a train of
boards arrayed beneath to catch the 
stray drippings.  Then they lower the 
wicks into the fat until coated 
with tallow, then raise them and
allow them to cool before repeating
the dipping until the candles have 
reached the chosen size, keeping the
tallow all the while a constant
temperature.  If too hot, the tallow
will melt away layers of fat 
each time the candles are immersed.
If too cool, the fat will 
adhere to the candles unevenly.

Mosquito: Don Simon Robinson, our bold emperor’s newly 
appointed education minister, must have realized finally 
that one earns little money peddling ideas 
or painting angel-winged, ethereal clouds of liberty
in the minds of the young, pictures 



which would be harmless enough were it 
not for the note of tragic conviction 
in all this jester-philosopher’s dreams and fantasies.
Among his insane acts, “Boys and girls 
should study together in the schools,” “everyone
must be educated without distinction of race 
or color,” and “it is more important 
for us to understand an Indian than
Ovid.”  “Start your school with Indians, Senor
Rector!”  In his great ambition to become
the Jean-Jacques of South America, this madman
proposes to mix children of high birth
with mestizos who until last night slept
in the streets.  At Robinson’s model school  
in Chuquisaca neither Latin nor rules of 
grammar are heard, only a racket of 
saws and hammers unbearable to the ears;  
boys and girls jammed side by side 
in a school for whores and thieves 
led by a half naked destitute failure, 
his glowing angry eyes aflame with hatred, 
a bizarre and even grotesque figure whose
mental equilibrium must have been disturbed at
an early age, flashes of genius and  
idiocy, understanding and insanity, making up the 
workings of that head which stares at 
us from portraits with the look of 
a lunatic able to drive normal people 
to distraction, a cynical, impudent, and 
inconstant ladies’ man and gay deceiver, if  
dictator in Bolivia there be it is
assuredly Robinson, this satyr who has
come to corrupt the morals of youth, and 
were there but a single donkey driver 
left in La Mancha, none but he 
and his donkey would have the right 
to rule America, since Bolivar, genius of 
evil, torch of anarchy, oppressor of his 
country, has ceased to exist.

(texts spoken by DSR and SB in monotone during Mosquito’s tirade:

[Where the torrential Orinoco 
[pays tribute to the god of waters
[An American does not need to read
[Removing us from our place
[And never bringing us to any other
[The emporium of the world



FIGURE  FOUR:  ANATOMY

[Mosquito lies naked on table, lit by moving candles held by DSR and SB.  No other light.  
Slow pulse of nearly inaudible subtones from turntable.]

DSR:  do you know what the name Bolivar means?

SB:  no

DSR:  it means the meadow by the mill
do you know what the name for your race is 

SB:  no

DSR:  the name for your race is criollo
do you know what a criollo is

SB:  no 

DSR:  a criollo is a man or woman of spanish descent born in america
do you know what an indio is

SB:  no

DSR:  an indio is a descendant of the Incas and Aztecs who lived here before the Spanish came
do you know what a mulatto is

SB:  no

DSR:  a mulatto is a descendant of a family in which Criollos, Indios and African slaves slept 
together
do you know who the first bolivar in america was

SB:  no

DSR:  he was an amanuensis who supported the cause of the indios
do you know why he was imprisoned

SB:  no

DSR:  he spoke against the colonial taxes
do you know what the spanish call highborn criollos

SB:  no

DSR:  they call you “Cocoa Grandees”
do you know why 

SB:  no 

DSR:  because your ancestors paid for their lofty titles with shipments of cocoa to Spain
do you know how high your family can rise in rank

SB:  no



DSR:  your family cannot rise in rank
do you know the price of a pound of cocoa from the caracas company

SB:  no

DSR:  forty pesos per pound
do you know why

SB:  no 

DSR:  because the cocoa must be shipped first to spain
do you know the penalty for trade with anyone but the caracas company

SB:  no 

DSR:  the penalty is death
do you know the story of tupac amaru the second

SB:  no

DSR:  his family, sent as messengers to spain’s king charles, were poisoned by that king
do you know the reaction of tupac amaru the second

SB:  no

DSR:  he fought to free indio and african slaves all across this continent the year before you 
were born
do you know the fate of tupac amaru the second

SB:  no

DSR:  he was betrayed, his wife gutted and his son’s tongue cut out before his eyes, his body 
drawn and quartered in the marketplace
do you know the reason tupac amaru the second was betrayed

SB:  no

DSR:  because the criollos would not suffer an indio to lead them against their common 
oppressor
do you know the effect of an electric eel’s sting

SB:  no

DSR:  Eels cause a twitching in the muscle touched by the electric organ, a twitching which 
reaches one’s elbow, and with each stroke one seems to feel an internal vibration lasting two or 
three seconds, followed by a painful numbness.  I felt, until the next day, a debility in the 
muscles, a pain in the joints, and a general uneasiness, the effect of a strong irritation of the 
nervous system.
do you know the name of the eel in the language of the Tamanac Indians

SB:  no

DSR:  “arimna” meaning “something that deprives you of movement.”



[pause — the rubberball sounds continue, detached from words]

DSR:  Do you know what the pope will say when you refuse to kiss his slipper?

SB:  no

DSR:  The pope will say “Let the little Indian do as he likes.”
Do you know what is said of a rich man in spain

SB:  no

DSR:  it is said “he owns a Peru”

Mosquito: That fire destroyed the chest which contained
SB: That fire destroyed the chest which contained
DSR: That fire destroyed the chest which contained

Mosquito:  Dan Mitrione,
SB:  I was not yet eighteen when I married in Madrid, 

 US military advisor in Uruguay,
and I became a widower within eight months.  

despises disorder and dirt 
I can assure you that at the time 

and detests incorrect language:
my head was filled with the mists of the most ardent love, 

 “Not balls, commissioner,
and not with political ideas, 

  testicles.”
which had not yet touched my imagination.  

“It’s an art, more than a technique.
Her death made me swear never to remarry.  

The precise pain,
I have kept my word. 

in the precise place,
If I had not been widowed, 

in the precise amount.”
perhaps my life would have been different.  [pause]

I would be neither General Bolivar nor the Liberator.  

DSR:  at the university of caracas, are books in french permitted

SB:  no

DSR:  are courses in natural law permitted

SB:  no

DSR:  are courses in anatomy permitted

SB:  no

DSR:  are relations with northern americans permitted



SB:  no

DSR:  do you know of the recent revolutions in northern america and france 

SB:  no

DSR:  are you permitted any freedom of association

[silence]

DSR:  do you know who I am

SB:  no

DSR:  Alexander von Humboldt, explorer of South America, to whom the rocks and trees and 
birds and insects speak in a language I’m learning to write.  Note that the Spanish call the eel 
“tembladore,” “that which causes trembling.”

SB:  I thought you were my teacher robinson

DSR:  As Robinson I began it.  As Humboldt I’m learning to measure it, the single force which 
inflames the vault of heaven’s storms, the volcano’s furnace, the earthquake’s magic fingers, the 
living and invisible weapon of the underwater guy who makes Spaniards wiggle and Indians 
stand still.  I’m also the only openly gay character in this play, do you know what that means?

SB:  no

DSR:  well the word bisexual hasn’t been invented yet.  Note that I’m a naturalist and I’m 
certainly not going to invent it.  (Not because I don’t enjoy inventing words.)  By millenium’s 
end, on the poles of some idiot see saw, our enemies will have succeeded finally to oppose love 
and generosity(!)....  and they’ll call that “nature” (!) (snort)  “their” nature....  while they’re 
mowing down this rainforest for hamburgers, which they’ll call “history.”  “Their” history.  
Nature and history — customized slideshows scrolling past the windows of minivans, movie 
magazines transforming men and women filmed and splayed for quick’n’easy arousal into fast 
food and love into a hamburger, those who seek love learning to describe their search as hunger, 
those who reject love grumbling “I’m not hungry.”  Even the words “liberated” and “free” 
denoting “ready to consume” — “Ten percent more free!” 
do you know that you are a mulatto

SB:  no

DSR:  do you love robinson

SB:  yes

DSR:  to the point of distraction

SB:  yes

DSR:  Imagine being a biographer and missing that.  My biographers say I never consummated 
any of my loves(!)....  though they could have noticed this sentence in my travelogue:  “When 
two persons, insulated or otherwise, hold each other’s hands, and only one of these persons 
touches the eel with the hand, either naked or armed with metal, the shock is most commonly felt 
by both at once.”



 Mosquito:  Mitrione also abominates useless expense, unnecessary movement, avoidable 
damage;

  a torture chamber should be as aseptic as an operating room,
like the soundproof basement in which Mitrione gives his classes.

For hands on instruction he uses beggars and prostitutes pulled off the street,
 showing his pupils the effects of various electric voltages on the most sensitive parts of the 

human body.
In recent months three men and a woman have died during these lessons in interrogation.

DSR:  Somewhere you’ll learn that love means “finding one who accepts you as you are.” 
Because you too, you’ll notice, are a hamburger.  

FIGURE  FIVE:   LOVE  STORY

[SB sits on the table.  SB’s monologue.  Mosquito still lying on the table.  DSR to the side.]

General Bolivar marches into Quito, city of
white clay, Quito vomited up by volcanoes, 
Quito clean of Spanish birds and balloons
that took flight in rains of flowers, 
a city raining its flowers on the 
head of Simon Bolivar, who has liberated 
Quito.  In the square, on the balcony, 
in the ballroom, Manuela Saenz is dancing, 
crossdressing, horsebreaking, clavichord-playing, is the wreath that 
falls from the balcony or the one 
who lets it fall so as to 
meet Bolivar when he looks up to 
see the wreath that fell, seeing only 
the balcony, Bolivar unable to see the 
wreath because it has fallen on his 
head.  

And it couldn’t be avoided that we 
told this story.  Love demands sacrifice, 
often in the form of novelization contracts.  
Here’s Manuela, soon-to-be colonel in the army 
that’ll wrench Peru, Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, Venezuela, and 
Panama from the teeth of Spain, saying:

“General, these flowers are for you.  You
shouldn’t cut through them with such knifelike
ardor.  The people want to see a 
giant slowly becoming a man, overcome with 
their emotions.”

This is the ceremony, in Quito, in 1822, in 
which it is said Manuela drops a wreath 
onto his head from a balcony, causing biographers 
to swoon.  Also it parallels the courtship ritual 
as ceremony, solidified over centuries atop the 
vast throngs of extras who’ve crowded up
to the public barricades to be burned, 



cannonballed, or buried alive so that the 
anatomically correct principles can gaze into each 
other’s well-lit eyes across the flames, eyelids 
batting like the frames of uncountable film 
remakes of the plundered history become historical fiction quasi-hurling 
itself onto the fire so that the 
ships can sail, a pretty good metaphor, 
actually, for me getting hired to play another heterosexual role
in a string of hetero roles unrivaled
in theater since the 1950’s.  Or sixties, 
let’s be fair.  That’s what I get for 
only doing theater with leftist themes.  The summer 
of love barely even thawed the left’s 
homofrigidity, never mind baking it.  And incidentally, 
if a gay character doesn’t display a
great vibrant love of life in his
or her every moment of stage time, is that 
still okay with you, Daddy Warbucks?   
Excuse me.  Which minority’s turn is it today to 
remind you how enjoyable your life is?  
Do you need to take a break?  
No.  Never mind.  
We can take a break.
I’m fine!
Manuela wasn’t exactly popular in her time either, you know.  
I know, she’s had to wait until the 
left’s sudden enthusiasm for sensual writing — what do you
call that — Karl Marx’s “lusty appetite for life” 
which didn’t materialize onstage until the 1990’s.
He’s really good, but he’s so temperamental.  
You know, I actually think he’s overrated.
He has this sort of cult following.  
He’s not really an actor at all.
Are we on break?  
NO — leave the lights on!  
Who needs coffee?  
Where from?
Is that what’s bothering you?  
No — what’s bothering me? — no.  It’s that they’re using Manuela as a palliative — 
A palliative?
Here’s the coffee.
That was fast!
Yeah, I had to collapse time a little.
Look, this is straight out of the historical record.
It is not!  Manuela was excised from the historical record until the 1950’s.  Then they had to 
put her back into figure five just because they accidentally mentioned homosexuality in figure 
four.
Palliative?  (pa-LIE-a-tiv)
No, what’s that word we were u / s there cream? / ng earlier?  
Yes!
Amanuensis?  
Is that really how that’s pronounced?  I thought it was amanuensis (AH-ma-NWEN-sis)
Where?
I don’t — I’ve never heard it.  I’ve just read it.  



In the bag!
But listen, there’s no historical evidence that Bolivar and Robinson ever slept together, so —
What bag?
Historical evidence!  You mean fossils?
There’s only one bag!
— cave drawings!
People, it says, right there in the letters, “I love Robinson.”  Bolivar says it.  You’re drilling for 
oil in dinosaur bodies.
There’s no “historical evidence” that you and I ever slept together either.
Okay why do you bring that up?
Why shouldn’t I?
Because it was a million years ago!  It has no bearing on these characters!
It doesn’t?  
No!
Wait, no these aren’t characters, they are real people.  You and I are characters.
Okay that’s too complicated.  I don’t want to get into
Are you guys fighting again?
Oh Jesus.
Yes!
How’d he get in here? 
I think the real quest / 
oh, nooo / 
is this basically a gay play or a historical play?
Aha!  
What?  
I caught you!
Uh... folks?  Can we please keep the childish playground insults at bay for now?  I know we 
can’t hold them off forever, they’re so entertaining, they’re going to take over public discourse 
completely, but please, just for a few more decades?
Okay look, there are thirty thousand different types of love in the world, and then in 1492 the 
missionary position sails in and colonizes all of them.
Okay now you’re free associating.
No!  I’m not!  This is pretty much literally what happened in this case!
So we can change the lines if it’s so — 
Waaaait — 
why can’t / 
you have t— / 
easy fo / 
Don’t touch tha /
/ou to say, do you realize my fucking laptop deleted this whole scene and now I’m having to re / 
OK/ 
/struct it from memory?
Don’t you know that two people can be lovers even if one of them is unaware of it?
Look, see, I just find that creepy, because 
Oh god — how about coed classrooms?  Are you ready for that?  Do I have to wait another two 
centuries before this history comes out? 
I thought you said it was fair trade!
What?
Don’t you realize that two people can be lovers even if neither one of them is aware of it?  
All right.  That’s it. 
What?
Bye bye.  
What?
I’m out of here.



Us too.
Oh, so I guess that’s just too—
you’re on your own from here on out.
Yeah, well, good!  I could use some time to myself!
We said “on your own,” not “by yourself.”
Where are you — oh thanks!  Thanks for the correction, Socrates!
Ah, fucking grow up!  
Yeah, turn out the lights when you go!
Go where?  Hello?  Hello?  Where did everybody —!Oh great — silence!  Withholding!  Very 
clever little narrative trick there!  Very mature!  You know what happens now, right?

Bird:  Well look, if he’s unaware that you love him, why not just send flowers, I mean, is that 
too old world?  Worked for my folks.  If he’s gonna get the message he’ll get the message, you 
don’t have to drop it on his head, you know, from such a great height.   Ha ha ha!  Okay, 
Flowers to the Old World — great idea, you all know what the Dutch used to pay for a tulip, 
right?  Nuff said.  But will they survive the ocean voyage?  I mean don’t misquote me, there’s 
nothing like love of nature.  Mine knows no bounds.  But think!  Think!

Bee:  Pressed flowers might travel.

Bird:  Pressed flowers, okay, mainly attractive to the specialist.  Museums, institutional funding, 
etc.  Very big in Napoleon’s time.  Ha ha ha!  I’m not laughing at your idea, I just thought of 
something else.

Bee:  What about floral extracts?  I myself never use the entire flower, just the pollen.

Bird:  You harvest the pollen.

Bee:  well I mainly distribute.

Bird:  And what do you get for that?  

Bee:  Well, may I just — you’re a — you’re a laughing gull, aren’t you?

Bird:  Laughing gull’s my nickname, bee buddy.  In the language of the conquerors I’m Larus 
Aticilla.  Ha ha ha!  But go on.

Bee:  Well Lars, it’s a collective enterprise.  I’m not harvesting the pollen the way you think.  
I’m moving the pollen — may I speak frankly — from one plant’s sex organs to another’s.  
Flowers are sex organs, 

Bird:  Well I don’t think

Bee:  speaking scientifically, Lars, 

Bird:  I don’t

Bee:  and if I, Lars, if you’re asking me what I get from it in terms of my own personal 
fulfillment, 

Bird:  ha!  ha!

Bee:  my own satisfaction, 



Bird:  let me

Bee:  I have to say I don’t know the word that can encompass it but it’s a real and honest 
feeling just like you might have for an egg, for example, or

Bird:  Eggs, yeah, well first let me just say I don’t think Mr. and Mrs. Culture World, I’m 
talking about the Old World here, uh, want to be paying top dollar for a sex organ — they’re 
paying for a thing of beauty!

Bee:  Uh that’s a rose by any other name, Lars.

Bird:  But I want to go back — ha ha! — to a word you said earlier, you said “collective.”  Is 
that right?   How big is this collective?  

Bee:  Uh, it’s hard to count, Lars,

Bird:  So ballpark me.

Bee:  I’d say half a million.  But I

Bird:  Ha!  See I hear a number like that, half a million, and I start to hear words like waste, like 
paperwork, 

Bee:  waste?

Bird:  W-a-s-t-e waste!  And then I hear words like “streamline”, like “downsize”!— whoa!  
Is this getting scary? — I hear “innovate”

Bee:  Well, 

Bird:  What?

Bee:  Well I really think you’re misrepresenting our, uh, organization which

Bird:  Well let me — ha! — let me ask you a question.  

Bee:  we

Bird:  Or better yet, why don’t you ask yourself this question, every day:  are you essential to 
your organization?

Bee:  Uh, everyone’s essential, Lars

Bird:  Ah Ah Ah!  “Everyone’s essential” — do you know what that means?

Bee:  Well it mea—

Bird:  It means no-one’s essential.  It means everyone’s replaceable!  How many workers at 
this place?

Bee:  I told you —

Bird:  We went through that, right.  Who lays the eggs?



Bee:  Well, Lars, as I’m sure you know, 

Bird:  Do you lay the eggs?

Bee:  Lars, the eggs are laid by a central

Bird:  Uh-oh!

Bee:  no, Lars, it’s not what you think.  She, her name is

Bird:  Sounds like some of you are more essential than others.

Bee:  Lars, I don’t know how to explain this, but I don’t want to lay eggs.  

Bird:  yes, and that’s precisely why —

Bee:  I don’t want to lay anything Lars, I’m perfectly happy to share her with the other 

Bird:  right, this is my point!

Bee:  Do you lay eggs, Lars?

Bird:  Hey — I am not asking about your personal life!  Thanks for calling, let’s take another 
call.  Who’s next?  Hello!

Fish:  Hi Lars.

Bird:  What’s on your mind?

Fish:  Lars let me tell you what Alexander von Humboldt said about me.  He described me as a 
“new species of Pimeloid, thrown out by the volcanoes of the kingdom of Quito.”

Bird:  Quito, that’s in Ecuador.

Fish:  Well not yet, Lars.  It’s still run by the Spanish.

Bird:  But it’s on the equator.

Fish:  It’s very very high up there, right.  Von Humboldt goes on to say “volcanoes vomiting 
fish is such a common phenomenon, and so well-known among all the local inhabitants, that 
there can not be the slightest doubt of its authenticity.”

Bird:  Okay, that’s really amazing!  I — go on —

Fish:  And, I’m just giving you the highlights, here, Lars:  “fish that come from the great depths 
of the earth lie rotting, strewn across the earth, causing a great stench, fish that are enveloped in 
volcanic mud;  sometimes the fish will be still alive after their trip through the hot core of the 
volcano, through the air, and then onto the ground.”

Bird:  Wow.  And I bet he gave you a name, right, besides fish.

Fish:  Preñadilla is my traditional Indian name, Lars.



Bird:  And for you and me what’s that mean?

Fish:  It means “little pregnant one.”

Bird:  Okay, and are you pregnant, do you mind my asking?

Fish:  Uh, in all truth I don’t know.

Bird:  Well let me tell ya, I think being spewed up by a volcano is pretty incredible.  I really 
think that.  I think you should give yourself a hand.  

Fish:  Lars, thanks, I

Bird:  I think though, you might be running into a little problem in the long run.  

Fish:  Well now what do you mean, Lars.

Bird:  Now you know I’m coming from a different perspective on this.  I’m a seagull, I eat fish.  
No offense.

Fish:  Oh none taken Lars, that’s why I came to you for advice.

Bird:  Okay.  Well put yourself in this position:  you’re looking at a resume and it says spewed 
— “I was spewed up from a volcano.”  Okay now you’re thinking whoa!  This guy’s hot!  
This guy stands out!  Short list for this guy!  And bam, you’ve made it to round two.

Fish:  And that’s good.  (?)

Bird:  It’s great!  Don’t sell yourself cheap — you mean great, say great!

Fish:  Sorry.  Great!

Bird:  Right!  So here’s the stinker:  That volcano — that volcano is then.  Right?  am I right?  
You were spewed up by a volcano then.  You can’t be spewed up from a volcano again.  Correct 
me if I’m wrong.

Fish:  No, no, I think you’re right.

Bird:  And that’s, if you’ll excuse me for saying, that is a stinker.  That stinks.  Because if your 
past is where you hit your grand slam, what does that say about your future, you follow me?

Fish:  Uh....

Bird:  What’s more important:  what you used to do, or what you’re gonna do?  See?  

Fish:  Huh.

Bird:  You see?

Fish:  Yeah.

Bird:  Is your employer looking to find out who you were?



Fish:  He’s looking for who you are.

Bird:  No, he’s looking for who you’re gonna be!  

Fish:  oh...

Bird:  So listen:  mention the volcano, but play it way down.

Fish:  Play it down.

Bird:  And the opening you create with your volcano thing, use it to lead into your second line.  
Volcano’s your first line, it’s a great first line, use it — boom, it’s the past, the past is over, 
don’t get stuck in the past.  Be thinking forward to that second line.

Fish:  Okay.

Bird:  Don’t say the part where you lie around and rot.

Fish:  Okay.

Bird:  Don’t rot!

Fish:  Okay.

Bird:  Okay?

Fish:  Yeah.

Bird:  Okay!  Thanks for calling.  Whew!  Why do fish have such big heads?  We’re gonna 
take a short break.  When we come back we’ll hear today’s futures, and I’ll be teaching you the 
secret of how I’m gonna turn the tables on today’s nutty out-of-control economy.  After this.

They say I was his second 
great love.  They say I saved
his life.  They equate those two
accomplishments, of course.  Actually, I suspect 
them of hauling me in whenever
their war story needs cheering up.

So, you see, their reasons why
Bolivar needs a “great love” have
very little to do with ours.

Recently I read in Cosmopolitan:  How 
to sweep a man off his
feet in eighty pounds of combat gear 
weighed down by ten days’ rain.  
It was the GI issue.  Sex 
versus death?  Our readers decide.  Lynndie 
England in exclusive Q&A weighs
pros and cons.  Prison pics to 
make him scream for more all 
night long.



It’s depressing how these lines just 
write themselves.

But I will say one thing 
for missionaries:  who else could conceal 
us with such missionary zeal?

Once I saw a man trying 
repeatedly to plant his flag into 
the mist that crowned Mount Chimborazo, 
and with each misconnecting thrust he 
crowed:  “I claim this mist for 
Spain.”

Bird:  Okay we’re back.  And the bee is back.  Let me ask you a question:  have you thought 
about beeswax?

Bee:  Well, Lars, I usually don’t think about it.  It’s uhh

Bird:  correct me if I’m wrong, but I think unlike pollen — pollen is something you transmit 
from flower to flower, right?  you’re like a courier.

Bee:  right,

Bird:  a middleman!  

Bee:  Okay I see where this is

Bird:  whereas beeswax 

Bee:  Beeswax is something — this might interest you — which I actually sweat from the 
underside of my abdomen.

Bird:  Okay 

Bee:  In a manner of speaking

Bird:  Okay listen, you know those candles people are still making these days, from beef tallow?

Bee:  Beef tallow, right.

Bird:  What do you know about those candles?  They’re inefficient, they’re messy, they smell 
awful

Bee:  I see what you’re 

Bird:  Obviously sooner or later people will start lighting their houses with electricity.  But — 
we can ask our friend the eel about this — I don’t see that happening before 1900.

Bee:  Uh huh.

Bird:  You’ve got eighty years of opportunity there!

Bee:  Uh huh.



Bird:  Beeswax candles I know you’re thinking Eighty years, could be more, could be less, it’s 
not forever.  What about my kids.  Is that what you’re thinking?

Bee:  Uh

Bird:  But listen, the life cycle of a bee is about five weeks.  Do you see what I’m saying?

Bee:  So you’re saying that I should sell

Bird:  Yes!

Bee:  the sweat of my

Bird:  Oh honey, you make it sound so dramatic!  You got a natural resource under your 
control!  Cannibalize yourself as fast as possible!  That’s what I’m doing!  You want to know 
where I’m laying my nest egg — I hope you’re all taking notes, because this is a big tip, get a 
load of this — there are fabulous futures to be had in dung!

Bee:  whose dung?

Bird:  My dung!  Flush with nitrates, a fertilizer thirty three times more effective than the leading 
European brand!  Humboldt took some home and all Paris burst into color — now guess what 
they’re paying for a repeat performance!

Bee:  Paying who?

Bird:  Peruvian dung moguls who are making millions on it!  Shit speculators such as the 
shinola capitals of the old world could only dare to dream of, their fortunes founded on my 
ever-renewable productivity!

Bee:  Built on your back, you might say.

Bird:  No, I’ll be more than adequately compensated. 

Bee:  Lars, have you seen what they do to natural resources?

Bird:  It won’t be me hauling the dung.  I’m a bird, bee, not a beast of burden!  I own the 
production end of this chain!  Distribution ain’t my franchise.  I’m sitting pretty to make a pile 
here!  I’ll own a Peru!  I —

Bee:  He goes on like this, the unchecked expansion of his monologue heaping praise upon his 
country’s suddenly fecund export economy.  This is the laughing gull show, taking to the 
airwaves each day in crisp snug stereo surround sound, pulling in an international audience via  
shrewd combinations of tariffs, trade liberalization, and tight reverberations EQed to embrace the 
bird’s every insight, the guests prescreened with the rigid rigor of military interrogations and 
with similar effects;  not once has that vagrant technical error breached the moat to wreak 
internal havoc and imperil the gull’s staff — nary a popped plosive, a misfed mike, an ungainly 
gain or a bad transition.  Until now.

Penguin:  Hello?

Bird:  Hello?



Penguin:  Hi and thanks for having me on.  I’m a Humboldt penguin, named after Alexander 
von, from the Chinchas islands off Peru, and we’re just wondering Lars if you’ve noticed that 
we make our nests in your towering guano deposits.

Bird:  What?

Penguin:  Or that my species is endangered by Peru’s excessive guano harvesting, if you can 
call it that.

Bird:  Are you saying I can’t sell my own dung?  

Penguin:  Now Lars, I’m not telling you what you can and can’t do.

Bird:  Because you live in it?

Penguin:  Ahem, our eggs are incubated in it.  My species rides the Humboldt current, also 
named after Alexander, up and down the west coasts of three continents.

Bird:  You’ve been squatting in my dung?

Penguin:  Oh, man, Lars, who writes these lines for you?

Bird:  Listen, you bottom-feeder,

Penguin:  Oof!  That’s a good one!

Bird:  Some of us pay taxes and

Penguin:  “Some of us pay taxes”?  The Laughing Gull is a coastal resident, full time migrator 
aka tourist, and notorious pirate of food from local pelicans.

Bird:  You live in fecal matter!

Penguin:  well since you’d rather live off it, we

Bird:  Shut up!  Shut up!  Shut up!  Shut up!  Shut up!

Bee:  You see where this is going.  On this show the penguin can’t last long.  Allow me to 
collapse time once more and fast forward to the gull in a lather sans penguin, sans technical 
difficulties, he’s back in the invisible hands of the invisible staff, whose invisible heads will roll 
at the next commercial break.

Bird:  Okay, so there are winners and losers in the new economy!  Jesus!  When has it ever 
been different?  Are we supposed to just sit here trembling, depressed and full of angst?  Do we 
have to be so busy weeping for the underdog that we never cheer the winner?  I see an 
opportunity here — does that mean I’m supposed to feel bad?

Bee:  And then slowly behind the bird, a presence begins to loom, a presence with intent beyond 
speculation.  The electricity in the room is almost palpable.

Eel:  I come to speak of the future.

Bird:  [turns to see eel]  Okay!  Time now for today’s futures.  I need a drink.  [disappears]



Eel:  The harnessing of the petroleum byproduct paraffin
will revolutionize candlemaking, leaving no market for 
beeswax except among hobbyists.

The harvesting of saltpeter for nitrates will
supersede guano in a few short years, 
but not before Peru’s economy has been 
steeped in birdshit after a vacuum of
silver and gold predictably follows centuries of 
Spanish rule.  Peru will export birdshit and 
import everything else, underselling and bankrupting its
own industries.  In forty years the birdshit
isles will be barren, and the war 
over saltpeter will begin, Chilean mercenaries hacking
into the deserts of Peru and Bolivia.

World War One will see Germany’s ships 
blockaded from South American commerce
by the British navy.  No shit nor
saltpeter for the Kaiser.  Fortunately a young
Austrian chemist, driven by the need for 
nitrates, will learn to synthesize them from 
thin air.  With this knowledge will arrive
first a fresh batch of explosives to
prolong the war, and soon afterwards Chlorine 
Gas which kills British soldiers in trenches, 
and Zyklon B which kills millions in 
the gas chambers.  A Nobel Prize will 
reward Fritz Haber, the young Austrian chemist 
who authored these inventions.  Shortly thereafter 
his wife will commit suicide.  Haber is Jewish.

FIGURE  SIX:  

Mosquito:  After Bolivar’s death, Manuela Saenz, banished to Peru and confined to her rocking 
chair by pain, is visited frequently by eighty-year-old Don Simon Robinson.  

DSR:  Who are you now?

SB:  I’m either Simon or Manuela.  It’s not clear.

DSR:  Clear enough.

[Runoff groove.  They waltz.  Beethoven appears briefly and disappears into the runoff groove.]

broken unison:  We must pass from education to education.  I don’t know how far.

[They waltz.  A candle spins on the record player.  Mosquito watches from the table.]

FIGURE  SEVEN:  MILITARY  HISTORY

[Mosquito delivers this text with a pointer before a blank map — as he points to the map, 
figures appear;  as he withdraws the pointer they disappear.  Line breaks unsounded.]



Hwaet we garden in Tenerife
he odd signing a rhyme get thru on
huge Magdelena’s ellen free Ocana
off t’ scale chafing Cucuta delivered
modicum magnum me or the settlers of tears
parted the Spaniards, a blood reddened 
exo-doorless sigh and arrest Merija
if he’s asked aft’ funding he ’as froze frigid bad
we ox under volcanum, we or trujillo liberdad
bad’ him cross the Andes embittered
glad of the clash of the war-glaive
sons of Guanare with hammer’d brands
over Niquitau rode higher and ’s cold
retreat to Barinas ’at was god cunning
an’ guard ’em one godsend force to Guiyana
land of prairies, land of San Carlos’ waters and of Los Horcones, 
theirs that so often in strife with the Royalists
shaping their way toward Valencia again
he are drug on all door lease long 
while him was delivery of 
perfume from Caracas rising, up from the foetor arising,
then Monteverde dire was his need of it
went to his own in his own Puerto Cabello
then with their nailed prows parted the Spanish wall 
draws wheeled and war old air forge half
of Venezuela, crowd of bloody forms
in wafted clouds, in myriads large, or squads of twos or threes
put asleep by the sword stroke
in Araure the army of Ceballos
fell on the war field
go ahead Calabozo
again to my sense your shapes
from cemeteries all through Barinas and La Puerta
Never had huger slaughter of heroes hapt in Ocumare
since up from the East hither Boves from over the broad billow broke into La Victoria
Madrid tunes in the llaneros broadcast
Ribas at the head of my cavalry parading on dying horses
fructified with the last chemistry
the insane knife toward San Mateo
Hew’d the lindenwood, hack’d the battleshield
Caracas feels the raid over Valencia
stares as into a bomb crater
with ranging hills on the banks, with many a line against the sky, and shadows;
and the city at hand, with dwellings so dense, and stacks of chimneys,
and all the scenes of life, and the workshops, and the workmen homeward returning
to the garbaging war-hawk to gorge it
Caracas, Caracas of your beautiful phrases is fallen
and all planets emit light
noiseless as mists
to adorn the burial house of him I love
continued from page one area
aragua barcelona churr into earth
the capital of Venezuela is Madrid 



as freedom goes out of speech
din din din the long roll alarming
“Bad guess?” chorused the reporters
Bogota was guessing all along
the cartagenans to melt like their butter
guiyana into royalist arms
morillo’s mouth over the isle of margarita
ten day operation Angostura military fear factory
Headline Surrounded Insurgents Charge into Fire Fight
pale plainsmen of Apure Valley came thronging thro the jungle
not thru La Hogaza can the hunted shake off the smell
Go ahead calabozo
General Morillo Limited Objectives
Spain’s eagle beating its wings over La Puerta
a billion pesos worth of llaneros drawn from the plains shaking from the high schools to the 
landing barge blowing the air through their cheeks with fear in Life on Television
las queseras del medio the depraved fearing for their estates
steep summits of the Andes a vile night perishing within a few minutes in boyaca the last spasms 
of the dragon of pain shoot thru the muscles a crackling around the eyeballs of a sensitive brown 
boy by a muddy wall curtains of living blood tactical bombing the magic formula for silver-
haired Carabobo dry screech napalm and black clouds emerging in newsprint barbed wire fire 
ball bullet shock bayonet electricity bomb blast terrific in skull and belly shrapneled throbbing

FIGURE  EIGHT:  FREEDOM  OF  ASSOCIATION

[monologue by DSR, seated at table, looking through books]  

An older play with a similar name begins with the city destroyed not by earthquake volcano or 
army but by flood.  Evacuating Christians, citing the city’s upcoming Gay Pride festival 
organized by Don Simon Robinson, call the flood an act of God.

A still older variation on that play sees Don Simon Robinson accused of teaching children to 
masturbate, to use condoms in school.  “We have to stop lying to our children,” he warns.  He 
resigns his post as minister of education in a puff of legal fluster.  “We have no vaccine, we 
have no magic drug, all we have is teaching.”

An even older play based loosely on that work depicts Bolivar and Robinson as Don Quixote 
and Sancho Panza respectively, chronicling their travels through Napoleonic Europe and their 
climb up Mount Chimborazo.  There Bolivar says:  “There is no memory which time does not 
efface, no pain which death does not destroy,” and Robinson replies “What misfortune could 
be worse than one which waits for time to efface it and death to destroy it?”  

In the next scene, Robinson has written a book transposing the false Chimborazo climb to a 
river raft floating softly down the green Mississippi, his orphaned pupil a mid-nineteenth- 
century ragamuffin, himself a freed african slave.  The book is hated, denounced, and banned 
from schools for its depiction of an idle youth happily corrupted — truancy, tobacco smoking, 
and racial integration of the worst kind portrayed with generous love and innocence.  “Soon as 
it was night, out we shoved,” says Bolivar, the book’s narrator.  “When we got her out to about 
the middle, we let her alone, and let her float wherever the current wanted her to;  then we lit the 
pipes, and dangled our legs in the water and talked about all kinds of things — we was always 
naked, day and night, whenever the mosquitos would let us — the new clothes Buck’s folks 
made for me was too good to be comfortable, and besides I didn’t go much on clothes, 
nohow.” 



The third scene is a centuries-old play-within-a-play which casts Don Simon Robinson as 
president of Venezuela, reorganizing the country’s oil-based economy to benefit the poor 
majority.  Circles of poor citizens educate themselves about their country’s history and their 
new Constitution, naming their meetings after Bolivar, their president’s old friend.  A coup 
attempt nearly unseats Robinson, its authors using privately-owned airwaves to warn the public 
of President Robinson’s insanity and his deep-rooted sexual fixation on Fidel Castro.

Critics of the play-within-the-play dismissed the work as sterile, sentimental, didactic, 
unintelligible, weak, overbearing, rote, arbitrary, dull, histrionic, inscrutable, obvious, elitist, 
puerile, timid, offensive, pandering, opportunistic, uncommunicative, liberal, fascistic, perverse, 
pious, party-line, treasonous, jingoistic, America-hating, and unable to conceal its own ulterior 
sexual motives.  

In the fourth and final scene, Santo Domingo is in flames.  The people are demanding the return 
of their president, who has raised wages, instigated agrarian reform, and legalized divorce.  The 
US military are holding the president of Santo Domingo in a Puerto Rican prison.  “Are you an 
enemy of the United States?” they ask him.  “I am an enemy of US imperialism,” he answers.  
“No one who has read Mark Twain can be an enemy of the United States.”

FIGURE  NINE:  CIVILIZATION

[Stage set as Mosquito describes.  SB’s voice is on tape, very quiet.]

Mosquito:  Simon Bolivar stands dictating the Jamaica letter, the now-famous document in 
which he outlines his plans and hopes for a free unified South America.  Don Simon Robinson, 
his amanuensis, sits at the table taking dictation, sometimes repeating words and phrases from 
the letter.  The third actor stands facing the blank map.

At the end of the Mississippi we joined a line of musicians marching through neighborhoods 
destroyed by the risen river, through stained and gutted houses, splintered woods, homes that 
came unhitched and floated away.  We sang songs everyone knows.  We held signs.  It felt 
good to sing those songs one last time in the land they’d come from.  There were children, 
dogs, old women, a tuba, a banjo, two accordions, guitars, a clarinet.  Across the street we saw a 
man with his middle finger in the air.  He might have been seventy years old, his face bent in a 
grimace of defiance, defying our memory, defying our effort to make the past present.  For 
twenty minutes he stood rooted to the spot as our parade of constant change flowed on, his 
middle finger thrust at the children, the dogs, the old women, the mournful and the hopeful, the 
music, water and wind.  For this he was paid sixteen thousand dollars.  

The Jamaica letter continues in the background.

DSR:  Some see prosperity in having their ports full of foreign ships, their homes turned into 
warehouses for foreign effects.  Liberated, but not free.  Every day brings a shipment of ready-
made clothing, even caps for the Indios.  Soon we shall see little gilded packages with the royal 
coat-of-arms containing earth prepared “by a new process” for the lads accustomed to eating 
earth.  Ladies making confessions in French!  Missionarees absolveeng seens een Spaneesh!  
[he stops writing, speaks to the audience]  For a quarter century, Don Simon Robinson carried 
his manuscripts in a rucksack up and down South America’s Pacific coast.  It is said that the 
priest who came to speak his last rites could not get a word in edgewise.  All but one of the 
manuscripts were lost in a fire.  [he returns to taking dictation as before]

Mosquito:  The Jamaica letter fades up slightly.  Bolivar grows up and liberates South America.  
He makes Don Simon Robinson Minister of Education.  The countries of South America refuse 
to unite or to accept Robinson’s educational programs.  Bolivar dies in self imposed exile at the 



lowest point of his popularity.  Robinson wanders the Andes, opening schools and candle 
factories in the houses he briefly inhabits.  He writes a book in Bolivar’s defense.  Manuela 
Saenz is exiled to Peru, where Don Simon Robinson visits her often in the years before their 
deaths.  European and US companies own most of South America’s economy.  The twentieth 
century begins.  

[DSR speaks, with Mosquito repeating the last words of his phrases after him, and SB 
mouthing in sync with Mosquito.  Jamaica letter fades out.]

DSR:  Tom’s most well, now, and got his bullet around his neck on a watch guard for a watch, 
and is always seeing what time it is, and so there ain’t nothing more to write about, and I am 
rotten glad of it, because if I’d a knowed what a trouble it was to make a book I wouldn’t a 
tackled it and ain’t agoing to no more.  But I reckon I got to light out for the territory ahead of 
the rest, because aunt Sally she’s going to adopt me and sivilize me and I can’t stand it.

DSR solo, SB mouthing:  I been there before.  

[Lights out immediately.  End of play.]

[Jamaica letter fragment — heard in the background of figure nine]

Americans today, and perhaps to a greater extent than ever before, who live within the Spanish 
system occupy a position in society no better than that of serfs destined for labor, or at best they 
have no more status than that of mere consumers. Yet even this status is surrounded with galling 
restrictions, such as being forbidden to grow European crops, or to store products which are 
royal monopolies, or to establish factories of a type the Peninsula itself does not possess. To this 
add the exclusive trading privileges, even in articles of prime necessity, and the barriers between 
American provinces, designed to prevent all exchange of trade, traffic, and understanding. In 
short, do you wish to know what our future held? — simply the cultivation of the fields of indigo, 
grain, coffee, sugar cane, cacao, and cotton; cattle raising on the broad plains; hunting wild game 
in the jungles; digging in the earth to mine its gold — but even these limitations could never 
satisfy the greed of Spain. !

So negative was our existence that I can find nothing comparable in any other civilized society, 
examine as I may the entire history of time and politics.  The tie that bound us to Spain has been 
severed.  Only a concept maintained that tie and kept the parts of that immense monarchy 
together.  That which formerly bound them now divides them.  The hatred that the Peninsula has 
inspired in us is greater than the ocean between us.  It would be easier to have the two continents 
meet than to reconcile the spirits of the two countries.

My dear sir, for lack of documents and books, I fear I cannot do justice to your request to write 
down my hopes and predictions for the fate of my country, so varied, so vast, so little known is 
the new world.  In my opinion it is impossible to answer the questions you have posed.  Von 
Humboldt himself could scarcely do so properly, because although some of the facts about the 
Americas and their development are known, most of the facts are shrouded in mystery.  Only 
conjectures that are more or less approximate can be made.  As with any country, at any point in 
history, the facts are overshadowed by potentials, because of geography, which is always 
confusing, because of the hazards of war, because of the uncertainties of politics.  

[repeat]


